
Adult Tournament Committee 
June 5, 2017 at 7:00 p.m. 

Conference Call 
 

NOTE: All minutes are final after approval by the Committee and all Committee decisions are subject to 
final approval by the Board. 
 
Committee Members Present: Steve Cornell (chair), Betty Cookson, Chrissie Costamagna, Anna Elefant, 
John Togasaki 
 
Staff Members Present: Michelle Wilson, Summer Verhoeven 
 
Steve Cornell, chair of the Adult Tournament Committee (“ATC” or the “Committee”), called the 
meeting to order at 7:04 p.m. and roll call was conducted 
 
1. Approval of April 6, 2017 Committee Minutes 
 
Steve called attention to the previously distributed minutes.  After review, the following motion was 
duly made and seconded:  
 
RESOLVED, that the minutes of the April 6, 2017 meeting be approved as amended. 
 
The motion was approved by a vote of 3 in favor, 0 opposed, and 1 abstention. 
 
2.  Generation Gap Tournaments 
 
The Committee discussed the Generation Gap pilots and sanctioning Generation Gap tournaments in 
2018.  The ATC was informed that there have been four pilot Generation Gap tournaments since August 
of 2015; three that were hosted by USTA NorCal and one that was hosted by another organization.  
Different draw formats that included 8 and 16 compass draws and round robin draws of four were 
piloted for singles at the different pilot tournaments.  It was also reported to the committee that 
players who played the tournaments had positive feedback.   
 
Steve Cornell reminded the Committee that when the Generation Gap tournaments started there was a 
subcommittee comprised of members of the Adult Tournament Committee and Junior Council to 
oversee the Generation Gap pilots.  He also informed the Committee that it has been agreed that if the 
Generation Gap Tournaments become sanctioned tournaments that the Generation Gap Tournaments 
would fall under the Adult Tournament Rules.     
 
After discussion the ATC were in support of sanctioning Generation Gap tournaments beginning with the 
2018 sanctioning process. 
 
3.  Rule Changes 
 

A. Generation Gap Tournaments 
The ATC discussed the rules regarding sanctioning a Generation Gap Tournament such as how 
many days a Generation Gap Tournament would be, the draw formats, match formats, player 
selection and entry fees. 
 
After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  
 
RESOLVED: that, effective with 2018 Generation Gap tournaments, the following adult 
tournament rule regarding Generation Gap tournaments be approved:  
 



29.   Generation Gap Tournaments. Generation Gap Tournaments are ratings-based tournaments that group adult 
and junior players with similar ability into 4-player round robins.  Tournaments are intended for intermediate to 
advanced players.  Generation Gap Tournaments will take place over a 2-day sanction period.   

Below are special provisions for Generation Gap tournaments.  Except as provided below, these tournaments shall 
comply with all other Adult Tournament Rules and Sanction Rules: 
a. Eligibility.  Juniors who have fulfilled the junior pathway requirements listed in the USTA NorCal Junior 
Tournament Rules and adults may enter.   
b. Draw Type. 

i. Draw Size.  There is no maximum or minimum draw size (although a maximum draw size can be set by the 
Tournament Committee), except that the total number of accepted players must be divisible by 4. 
ii. Round Robin Singles Draw.  All singles draws will be 4-player round robin draws providing players 3 singles 
matches. 

c. Player Selection and Flighting.  Players will be selected using a combination of both the most recently 
available weekly average Universal Tennis Ratings and Adult NTRP Ratings.  If no weekly UTR average rating is 
available for a player, that player’s daily rating shall be used.  These same ratings will be used to flight players 
into 4-player round robin draws so that players with similar ratings are in each round robin draw.   
d. Doubles Optional.  A Tournament Committee may decide to offer doubles.  If a Tournament Committee 
decides to offer doubles, the doubles events should be listed on the tournament homepage before entries open.  
Players wanting to play doubles must enter in doubles.  
e. Match and Scoring Formats.    

i. Singles. The singles match format will be the best of 3 tiebreak sets or the best of 3 tiebreak sets with a 
10-Point Match Tiebreak in lieu of the 3rd set 
ii. Doubles.  The doubles match format will be an 8-game pro set. 

f. Entry Fee. The entry fee for a Generation Gap Tournament shall be a flat fee.  The maximum entry fee for a 
Generation Gap Tournament shall be $60 per player.  

 
The motion was approved by a vote of 4 in favor, 0 opposed, and no abstentions. 
 
Rationale:  Adding the Generation Gap tournament rules to the USTA NorCal Adult Tournament 
Rules gives sanctioned Generation Gap tournaments structure on how these tournaments should 
be run.  
 

B. Age Eligible Junior Players May Not Play in NTRP Tournaments  
The ATC discussed the current rule that does not allow age eligible players to play in NTRP 
tournaments and how that relates to Generation Gap tournaments.   
 
After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  
 
RESOLVED: that, effective with 2018 Generation Gap tournaments, the adult Tournament Age 
Eligible Junior Players May Not Play in NTRP Tournaments rule be amended as follows (new 
language is underlined, deleted language is stricken through): 
 
25.  Age Eligible Junior Players May Not Play in NTRP Tournaments.  Players who are age eligible to enter junior 
tournaments may not enter NTRP tournaments, except that junior players may enter and play in NTRP tournaments 
designated as pilots for adult and junior level-based competitionGeneration Gap tournaments. 
  
The motion was approved by a vote of 4 in favor, 0 opposed, and no abstentions. 
 
Rationale:  The amendment clarifies that juniors may play in Generation Gap tournaments.  
 

C. Awards 
The Committee discussed the current adult tournament awards rule and the proposed change 
regarding Generation Gap tournaments.  Under the current awards rule, tournaments are 
required to give awards to all finalists in events that have 3 or more entrants.  It was proposed 
to only require that awards be given to the 1st place finishers in each singles round robin for 
Generation Gap Tournaments. 
 
After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  
 



RESOLVED: that, effective immediately, the adult tournament awards rule be amended as 
follows (new language is underlined, deleted language is stricken through): 
 
24.  Awards.  Adult Awards must be given to all tournament finalists regardless of the number of entrants.  Suggested 
value of 1st place award should be equal to or greater than 50% of entry fee.  Prizes requiring additional money for 
redemption will not be allowed, unless players have the option of receiving said prize or equivalent certificate value 
in cash.  Prizes with a cash value should be at minimum equal to the entry fee for 1st place, 50% for 2nd place.  
Tournaments held with only 2 entrants are not required to award second 2nd place awards.  Tournaments that hold a 
playoff for 3rd and 4th place are not required to award 3rd or 4th place awards. 

a. Generation Gap Tournaments.  Awards must be given to the 1st place finishers in each singles round robin. 
b. All Other Tournaments.  Awards must be given to all tournament finalists in events that have 3 or more 
entrants.  Suggested value of 1st place award should be equal to or greater than 50% of entry fee.  Prizes 
requiring additional money for redemption will not be allowed, unless players have the option of receiving said 
prize or equivalent certificate value in cash.  Prizes with a cash value should be at minimum equal to the entry 
fee for 1st place, 50% for 2nd place.  Events held with only 2 entrants are not required to award second 2nd place 
awards.  Tournaments that hold a playoff for 3rd and 4th place are not required to award 3rd or 4th place 
awards. 

 
The motion was approved by a vote of 4 in favor, 0 opposed, and no abstentions. 
 
Rationale:  The draw format for Generation Gap Tournaments is round robins of four.  Requiring 
a tournament to give an award to all champions and finalists of each round robin draw would be 
an impact on their budget. 
 

D. Mileage Rule when sanctioning Generation Gap Tournaments 
It was reported to the ATC that the Junior Council requested that Generation Gap Tournaments 
not be sanctioned at the same time as junior UTR tournaments because the two tournaments 
could be marketing to the same group of people.  The ATC discussed the request and agreed to 
the request but may want to revisit this again the in future.   
 
After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  
 
RESOLVED: that, effective with the 2018 sanctioning process, the Mileage and Concurrent 
Tournaments rule in the Sanction Rules be amended to include the following: 
 
Generation Gap tournaments.  Generation Gap tournaments will be sanctioned on different date blocks than junior 
UTR tournaments.  

 
The motion was approved by a vote of 4 in favor, 0 opposed, and no abstentions. 
 
Rationale:  Generation Gap and Junior UTR Tournaments could draw from the same market of 
players. 

 
 

E. Ranking Rule regarding Generation Gap Tournaments  
It was proposed to award Adult Tournament ranking points for Generation Gap tournaments as a 
way to encourage players to play in Generation Gap Tournaments.  Because in Generation Gap 
Tournaments players are grouped into round robins of four based on their UTR and NTRP rating 
and players with different NTRP could be in the same round robin draw, the proposal was to 
award ranking points in the NTRP division of the highest rated adult player in the draw.  Staff 
informed the Committee that there has been good communication for with the players thus far 
and that it could be communicated to players if there was a draw that had players with different 
NTRP ratings.  
 
 
 
 



After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  
 
RESOLVED: that, effective with 2018 Generation Gap tournaments, the adult tournament 
ranking rules for Divisions Ranked be amended as follows (new language is underlined, deleted 
language is stricken through): 
 
2.  Divisions Ranked.  Rankings shall be published in all of the following divisions for which tournaments are held and 
at least one player meets the ranking eligibility and/or participation requirements. 
     A.  Adult Divisions.  Men’s, Women’s, and Mixed Open and 30 Divisions. 
     B.  Senior Divisions.  Men’s, Women’s, and Mixed 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, and 90 divisions. 
     C.  Family Divisions. 

• Father-Son, Father (60 & Over)-Son, Father (70 & Over)-Son; 
• Father-Daughter, Father (60 & Over)-Daughter, Father (70 & Over)-Daughter, Father (80 & Over)-Daughter; 
• Mother-Son; 
• Mother-Daughter, Mother (60 & Over)-Daughter, Mother (70 & Over)-Daughter;  
• Husband-Wife Mixed, Husband-Wife Mixed (Combined Ages 100 Years), Husband-Wife Mixed (Combined 

Ages 120 Years), Husband-Wife Mixed (Combined Ages 140 Years); and 
• Grandfather-Grandson. 

D.  NTRP Divisions.  Men’s, Women’s and Mixed 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0 and 5.5. 
• Men’s, Women’s and Mixed 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0 and 5.5. 
• Generation Gap Tournaments.  Adult Tournament players will receive ranking points in the NTRP division 

of the highest rated adult player in the draw.  For example if there is a 4.0 and a 4.5 rated player in the 
draw, players would receive rankings points in the 4.5 division.   

E.  Wheelchair Divisions. 
• Men’s, Women’s, and Quad Open; 
• Men’s, Women’s, and Quad A, 
• Men’s and Women’s B, 
• Men’s C;  
• Junior Open/A (18 & Under); 
• Senior Open/A (40 & Over) Doubles; and 
• Senior B/C (40 & Over) Doubles. 

 
 
The motion was approved by a vote of 4 in favor, 0 opposed, and no abstentions. 
 
Rationale:  Awarding adult tournament ranking points for Generation Gap tournaments would 
help encourage more players to play.    

 
4. Umpire Requirement for Generation Gap Tournaments 
The Committee discussed the requirement of umpires for Generation Gap Tournaments.  They discussed 
that if Generation Gap tournaments are going to count for ranking points it is a good idea to have a 
referee at the tournament to help enforce the rules and help with situations that may arise.  
 
After discussion, the following motion was duly made and seconded:  

 
RESOLVED: that, effective with 2018 Generation Gap tournaments, the following adult tournament 
umpire rule regarding certified officials would apply to Generation Gap Tournaments 
 
22. Certified Officials.  The Referee of each USTA NorCal sanctioned adult tournament shall be a referee certified by the 

USTA.  A Certified Official is recommended at each satellite site and for each 8 courts of play.  One Day Tournaments 
are exempt from this rule. 

 
The motion was approved by a vote of 4 in favor, 0 opposed, and no abstentions. 
 
Rationale:  This is the current certified officials rule in place for USTA NorCal Sanctioned Adult 
Tournaments.  Sanctioned Generation Gap Tournaments would now fall under this rule.    
 
 
 



 
5. Adult Tournament Ranking Points Question  
The ATC was presented with a concern that was emailed to USTA NorCal regarding the difference in 
rankings points awarded for round robin draws and non-round robin draws.  Because a rules sub-
committee is going to be formed in the near future, the Committee decided to table the discussion and 
send this concern to the rules sub-committee to review.     
 
6. Chairs Report 
 

A. Meeting with Adult League Committee 
Steve gave an update on the Adult League Committee meeting that he, Chrissie, and Anna 
attended to discuss how Adult Tournament and Adult Leagues can collaborate with one another 
to increase participation.   
 
Some of the ideas that came out of that meeting that will be worked on are: 

• Marketing adult tournaments to age group players including league players 
• Having a marketing pathway 
• Marketing all adult tournament products to league players 
• Distributing promotional documentation at league playoffs, districts and sectionals 
• Customize league newsletter to include tournaments 

 
B. North/South Challenge Cup – November 8-10, 2017 

Steve gave a report on the North/South Challenge Cup on November 8-10 at Copper River 
Country Club.  He mentioned that NorCal would be collaborating with SoCal on the event and 
that this year there would be a 55 and 60 age division. Bud Travers has been appointed as the 
overall North Captain.  The ATC was also informed that the event will be posted on Tennislink 
and that players would need to register for the tournament in Tennislink to be considered.  
Steve also reported to the committee that there are new selection criteria for the North South. 
After registrations close the individual team captains will make their selections and send them 
to the North South Player Selection Committee for their approval.   
 

C. Formation of Sub-Committees 
Steve informed the ATC that sub-committees are going to be formed in the near future.  

 
7. Intersectionals – November 13-19, 2017  
Chrissie gave an update regarding the Women’s Intersectional Team event on November 13-19.  She 
informed the Committee that NorCal is currently looking for players to captain teams and to play the 
event.  
 
8. New Business  
It was suggested that there be a specific date each month for Adult Tournament Committee meetings. 
 
Meeting adjourned: 9:13 pm 
 
Minutes respectfully submitted by Michelle Wilson, Adult Tournaments Coordinator 


